SUCCESS STORY

Repeat Signage delivers
information to all at
West Yorkshire school
Rationale: The School was searching for a user-friendly, versatile and
innovative platform on which to present key information, data, day to day
activity in a clear, attractive and fresh way. Repeat Signage was the perfect
solution in meeting all of these hard to meet needs.

”Excellent is the only word
that should be used to
describe the product,
customer service, support
and attention to detail that
Repeat Software provide. It’s
a pleasure to deal with such
professionals!

The Repeat Signage digital
signage software has provided
us with an almost bespoke
solution that companies, wanting
to charge us thousands, still
harass us with.” Marcus Newby,
Head Teacher, Howard Park
School.

SUCCESS STORY

Solution
I arrived in September 2015 and was eager to
relaunch the school with new, fresh branding. This
included re-inventing an unloved area into a vibrant
and welcoming reception area. This included a large
presentation space projecting key information to all
stakeholders.
Initially we considered the ubiquitious PowerPoint but
soon ran into the tedium of predictable transitions and
graphics. By luck, good fortune sent Repeat Signage
in my school’s direction.
Repeat Signage was immediately a joy to use,
enabling my staff and me to simply create stunning
‘blue sky thinking’ and tech savvy presentations that
really do make an impact.

Digital download

Design
We are still exploring new ways of using this
software, we really like the RSS feeds, the subtle
image transitions and the simplicity of use. We have
now extended its use to our Children’s Centre and
Playground displays - all different with scheduling
allowing real diversity.

Conclusion
We couldn’t be happier with the impact of this
software; its provided us with a unique way of
presenting information to target audiences in a very
stylish manner. We are constantly asked what the
solution is; we always have pleasure in recommending
Repeat Software.
You can download the evaluation software without
giving your details.
www.repeatsoftware.com/downloads.aspx

Howard Park Community School
Howard Park Community School is a local authority
school in Kirklees, West Yorkshire for pupils aged
3-11.

Repeat Signage lets you insert pictures, text, clocks,
shapes, .PDFs, etc., into your presentation. Then you save
this and can schedule it to play over your local network at
different times. For example, you could easily display school
information 9-12am, then display lunchtime menu 12-1pm,
followed by students’ artwork. In the evening you can display
advertisements whilst the theatre is in use, or other school
based activities.
With Repeat Signage, you can download the software onto
multiple Windows computers for students to create their own
designs. You only pay for the license when displaying to a
display screen, and site licences are available for displaying to
multiple screens. Remote updating, along with 3,000 images
and 4,000 icons are free-of-charge. T. 00 44 (0)1246 435821
www.repeatsofware.com

